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Thli paptr concerns some broad aspects of Quality control ;vith eœhasis 

on the.psychological or hunan b-hivior factors which affect quality. 

The effect of h^an behavior on quality control has ir m.,ny cases been 

handed down through accepted die turns rather than established facts.    In ad- 

dition,  the whole subj-ct of Quality control   and its measured results is 

not a finite one as ara, for exanole, production control  and  industrial en- 

gincering.    We nust recognise, as well, that in considering hwian behavior 

as it affects quality control e*  a world-wide basis, we must take into 

account cultural differences and varying levels of industrialisation.    It 

is important to recognize  that tnere is usually more than one way to achieve 

the desired cuaìity control  results.    Therefore, this paper is not a "how 

to" manual, but rather a presentation of the various .ispects of human be- 

havor and their relation to quality control. 

^^^^^^J¿l^:L^r:^LL9S^£L^^J'¿E}j ^ Control 

As automation increases,  the -..man factor, rather than tweonina less im- 

portant,  is actually rare important.    Physical environment,  i M t'ormati en about, 

the task,  ana the employee's identification •.-.• i tn the goals of  ::he organization 

will  be predominant in the human  factor. 

Too often management uses the ¿xcuse that hurran performance problems 

related to Quality control    arise  from insufficient rrotivation on the part 

of the employee, without looking more deeply at the basic causes and possible 

cures. 

Lasting changes can be effected by changes in the job itself, by tech- 

nological  change, and by adequate training. 
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CoMun1eit1on of definite ouality standards. ?roo*r erployee selection 

» •., -^ i.ftrüctiT *n lob performance 
and training, with adequate follow-up and instructs • •> J- 

are a Prereouis,te.    Tracking dovn the causes of quality contro! problems 

must be done systematically. 

Account rust also be taken of the employee", ability, sensory oercep- 

tlon, agility, and motivation.    We must structure jobs to take these Urtili 

Into account so as to achieve tho exacted cuality erd res ; it. 

i••  ¡„„.»ir*  ¡r U"-, effect on hjr.ar. be- The  role of supervision  is  al i-inioorun.  ir   . u e.Tec. « 

havor. 

Experience, howler, is less Important than 1s usually considered 

because in most cases, to say that an individual has 20 years•  experience 

really means that he h,s, say, one year's experience rultipred 2C tires. 

Mbtiv.at.i_ cSLÍrJ—Q y. ~ & 
Fron a psychologic!  aspect, a i-y step 1-. considering duality control 

must be identification of needs.     >uch thinns as direction of organization 

resources and their comi tirent,  analysis of sualUy control  tasks -elating 

to human relationship; *,d Ottino of specific Quality control  coals are of 

utmost importance as far as the  individual  employee is concerned. 

Employees have the desire  to learn and participate, and aro oarscared 

to build on present skills.    Management rust inforr the employee about his 

progress. 

There is much published raterial on motivation, 'out very little on 

what steps are necessary to ir.-orove rotivation.    We rrust exarine the job 

and assign responsibilities fairly.    It is a fact that where the supervisor 

does an effective job of supervising, r.e also achieves a high level of mo- 

tivation among his subordinates. 
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* »it glvt the employee a sense of responsiblHty, â sens« of 

•enlevement, and a *eans to challenge himself to improve performence. 
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«YCHQIOGKAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR AN EFFECTIVE 

QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM 

I *>uld like to set tht framework of this paper by considering those 

aspects of quality control which appear to me to be most fundamental  to 

the broad application of quality control, and also to our specific discus- 

sior of the psychological  or, as  Í would prefer to call  therr,, the human 

behavior factors which play a role in controlling quality. 

At the oi-tset,  I would like to say that the quality control function 

has more than its share of dictunis which h.vo corse to be acceoted (all  too 

frequently) a? proven, and are too sei dorn scrutinized from a "real  life" 

standpoint.    All  too often,  the Quality control  deo.irt.nent tends to mush- 

room to the noint where  it almost becomes an end to  itself - rather than 

being recognized as a means tc that end, namely,  the manufacture of prod- 

ucts of acceptable orescribed quality level.    Further on  in this Oc^r we 

will  address ourselves  to  some of  chese  too r,adily accepted dictas, rr.ar.y 

Of which are very close],.. reW(j  t0 hunan r,en¿!VÍor Datu,rns> bf)th of 

"blue    collar'1 employees and of supervision. 

Secondly, we must nevrr lose sight of the fact that quality control, 

effective cr otherwise, has some very tangible results in terms of product 

quality. However, although its effects are tangible, the ouality control 

function tends to operate in a less easily recognized and measured frame- 

work than, say, production control. We car) easily get a better apprécia- 

tion of this by merely considering the difference which we recognize  in 
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oar use of language when we differentiate between -quantitative" vers«! 

"qualitative" characteristics of any given product or process.   We can 

illustre this simply by considering how it 1s relatively *ore difficult 

te grade a piece of fabric as first or second ouaHty, than to detemine the 

efficiency at which it was prosea.    This is especially true  in cases where 

ih,> quality is marginal.    As a result of this, and rightly so, the practice 

of quality is open to mar y more different: approaches than other functions. 

Thirdly, since we are hr.re under th* good auspices of 'JNIDO,  let us address 

ourselves specifically to the quality control aspect as it relates to industry 

in developing countries. 

It seems to me that one of the pitfalls into which it is all to easy to 

stumble is that of assuming that the same methods and approaches to quality 

control'which work ¡n industrialized countries, can -- or even should -- be 

equally applicable to developing ar«as.    Understanding this differentiation, 

it 1s especially significant when we are taHing of such aspects of human 

behavior as am related to training and supervisory style-;.    We have to rec- 

ognize at all   times not only differences which are due to different levels of 

industrialization, but also differences due to cultural circumstances. 

The fourth point which haï to be recognized is that in the case of quality 

control, more than in other functions or deoartments, there is usually no re 

than one way to acnieve the desired results,    unlike the other more definable 

^unctions or disciplines (such at, costing or industrial engineering), the 

practitioner of quality control  nas alternate avenaos at ni s disposal, and 

what makes quality control  so fascinating (and also frustrating), is that 

after we have installed all our testing procedures and sampling plans and 
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proctis checks, 1t is   usually the human element wMch pUys the major rolt 

in determining product  quality.    This is why the behavioral aspects of 

quality control are often the most significant ones. 

Recognizing the   abuve framework fo** this  subject, I would make the 

point that this paper    is not  intended to be a   'how to" manual.    To try and 

prepare 1t   in such a   fashion would be to misrepresent the basis of human 

behavior  as  U relates   to the quality control   nnction.    Rather,   it is in- 

tended to   près rnt a   r,un;';er of different   facets which rei A te to the psycho- 

logical aspect of achieving  r-quire-l quality levels.    The  practitioner of 

quality control,  in going through  the various  points raised, must question 

himself on  how they will affect his own quality control activities in the 

textile mill. 

The Pre-Emi nence of  the Human Factor 

As the textile  industry becomes more capital Intensive, and as equipment 

becomes more sophisticated did tends to greater automation, there 1s a danger 

that we may begin tu   censi-ter  the human component as a less and less important 

factor.     In fact,  nothing ecu Id be Tore  dangerous. 

No matter how sophisticated our equipment and process controls may become, 

the most critical  cens i deration in attaining and maintaining quality objectives 

remains the people component.     It  is the decisions of individuals and their 

reactions   to given  situations  th;it will   determine process and product quality, 

rather than the macninery ¿mi process and control  instruments per se.    People 

will  still   play the major role.    People must select the raw materials; they 

mjst decide the process   flows; they must assemble, inspect, package and ser- 

vice the products. 
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Our view of the people fictor In quality control must therefort t* 

broader than simply the process operator or machine tender.    More than any 

other function, quality control encompasses a broad spectrum of responsibil- 

ities at all  levels in the textile mill.    It is not simply the weaver or the 

spinner who can causo o^f-standarJ quality, but rather the decisions made 

by all   levels ot  the organizaron which can and do play a major role all  the 

vay from the attitude toward quality of the president or the managing director, 

through the quality control   supervisor's relationships with production manage- 

ment, down to the floor sweeper's conscientiousness (or lack of it)  in ensur- 

ing a working are.i that  is  regularly cleared of  threed waste.    It is worth 

noting,  to  take j specific exanole and, for argument's sake,  suggest that a 

traveling suction cleaner car. do much of  the "sweeping", we must not forget 

that somebody still  has to make sure that the sweepers function effectively. 

From a quality aspect, <>11 we are doing  is simply placing the responsibility 

at a different operator level.    Now, instead of the sweeper,   it is the second 

l^nd or the foreman who has the prime responsibility for ensuring, in this 

case, quality floor cleaning. 

Whatever the task, therefore, 1t is always subject in a greater or lesser 

degree,  to various type , or  human error.    In the context of emoloyee behavior 

patterns,  the quality contro"   practitioner must be alert to  the manner ii, 

which behavior affects  the quality of people's work, and what can be done to 

change their behavio- patterns so as to minimize or eliminate the chance of 

human error. 

Obviously, it is this which will Inhtrtntly result in improving and mai- 

taining quality levels. 
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To examine this from another viewpoint, it is true to say that the qual- 

1tty of human performance -- whether it be in terms of quantity of output, or 

cost, or product quality -  is determined by  individual  characteristics such 

as physical  environment,  information on the  caks which is provided  to the 

employee, and  the degree-  to which  the «vnloyoe  identifies with the goals of 

his organization.    All of these characteristics,  individually and in combin- 

ation, will  determine how well  people perform. 

A Major Management N!js cone opt i on_ 

I would now like to address myself to one of the subjects which is too 

often, unfortunately, taken as one of the "self evident truths" and which is 

often used as  the basis for excuses by management to explain why quality of 

process or product is not up to what it should be.    I am referring here to 

what I believe  is one of the major management misconceptions prevalent in 

industry today, namely, the belief that mest human performance problems 

relating to quality can be cured first and foremost by improved motivation. 

This is especially true  in the case of quality, precisely because  it is rel- 

atively intangible, and because off-quality often results from relatively 

minor human performance lapses, such as failure to clean a machine resulting 

1n fly or dirt, or forgetting to check a particular adjustment or machine 

setting on, for example, a loon.    Since most reward systems are tied in to 

output or attendance, it is much easier to relate them to reward through com- 

pensation.    In the case of quality, we too easily assume that people make 

poor quality "because they don't try hard enough", or are not "properly 

motivated".    Perhaps the employees' efforts are motivated too much in another 

direction at the expense of quality. 
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So often we hear the plantive cry, "If only people would just try harder". 

One of the reasons why this approach is so plausible and has so many disciples 

is that very often "inspirational" type programs or drives, or prize programs 

are tried and do result in improved quality.    Unhappily, such programs have 

results which are fleet inn.    Any chw.ges  produced by crash programs  to im- 

prove attitudes and motivation  ..-nd  to -..*  1 united and transitory.     It is being 

recognized to a greater extent that even those programs which are  intended at 

more basic changes in human performance    through bettor enployee screeing and 

selection and training programs, often fail  to have the desired impact which 

was originally expected. 

However, we can obtain more permanent improvements in quality performance 

by developing and evaluating new equipment, materials, techniques and operator 

aids.    It is therefore essential    for management to recognize that the potential 

for improving quality through changes  in  the job itself and its over-all   (and 

quality control)  environment is rrcre meaningful  and lasting than changes which 

result from strict motivational  programs.    Recognizing this puts  the responsib- 

ility more squarely where it belongs, that is, on the shoulders of management 

or direction of the company to ensure adequate training, a proper environment 

end technological   advance;. 

The Need f_or__Df!finjjte Quality Standards 

One of the proolens related to quality is confusion, especially on the 

[art of process operators, as to exactly what constitutes acceptable or unac- 

captable quality.    While so:v.e off-standard quality is obvious, mostly it is 

in the marginal  areas where individual  judgments may differ.    This points out 

the absolute need for quality standards to be as clearly defined as possible. 
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Co«.1c.t1on Is the key to this, and It must be backed up by a supporting 

policy from top management.    Also, let us not forget that in most cases 

off-quality usually occurs at the process which is under the control of the 

.achine operator.    Nothing is .ore demoralizing to the employee than to 

recognize that quality levels arc often compromised by higher supervision levels. 

^. Jfeal_l_.Anproach to.initii^gJ^1^j^tro1 

The over-all   approach to Quality control  from a human behavior stand- 

roint must be built on the following foundation. 

1.    Mloj^lection..      The selection of top personnel  is an important 

phasa of this prooram.    By a series of tests for a particular job, the indiv- 

idual's potential   after training can be measured,  since the tests are unbiased 

and factual.    What cannot be determined through  tests is the drive or ambition 

of a person.    That must be determined in a oersonal   interview.    His ability 

to do a job, however,  can be established by testing. 

2-    ÍT1.ÍI1ÍD3-     The  training program should oe set up at each plant. 

Every new employee should ¡,P entered in the  training program from the very 

first day and make  to  feel  part, of the comply and responsible for a particular 

job.    Training  snouid  heg ir. with  a plant orientation  tour in order to acquaint 

the new employee with  ,.<ha>.  is being done ¿nd what  the final  product  is.    Em- 

esis should he placed on correct ;:nrk methods   :0 promote duality,  rather 

than on speed or auantity, since once the employee knows what  is expected, 

is shown how to perform his task, and  ¡s able to communicate with his super- 

visor, quality and quantity will  follow. 

Records of the employee's daily progress should be kept and reviewed with 

him once a week, pointing out his strengths and weaknesses. The training pro- 

gram should include: 



• work methods 

. knowledge of work stations 

. quality 

. housekeeping 

. safety 

. plant regulations 

. work schedules. 

Continued attention should he paid to the new employee even after the 

training program ha, been conpieted. Proper training and continued supervision 

will result in - 

. reduced labor turnover 

. reduced absenteeism 

. better employee morale 

. Increased oroduction 

. improved qua!ity. 

3. M^ríprnují«. After the employee has been trained, qu.Hty oil 

be built into the product by instruction in - 

. What - explaining ,hat ho has to do as well as the succeeding pro- 

cesses which »ill be „erfomrt after :,15, in orde, to give the employee a 

feeling of participation in tí"? final Deduct. 

. How - explaining the b?st way to ¡uxoripl ish his job. 

• Why - there „,v be „„on, for 5„-f0,.„„„g t  Usk ,„ , certajn wjy 

Once the employee knows „hat, why and hew, doubt and confusion are eliminated 

and he can perform „is job with confidence and pride in his work. 

These three stops lead to „utual co«„icat,o„ between enployce and 

supervisor, «„*,,„„ tno supervisop t0 mtfyata ^ ^^  ^ ^ 

proper performance of bis job and „Unghi,, feel a significant part of th, 

entire operation. 
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Work records and contro, charts should he •intained and managorent 

« e^loyee kcpt infDmed.   These_ hohever_ s||ou]d nevçr be used as ( ^ 

against the eirplovee.    If QUalnw f„ne K I 
quality falls below standards, the supervisor 

should ask himself  these Questions: 

. Were the proper tools available? 

. Were instructions correct? 

• Was the e.ploye, tr4i,ed properly»    ,f ,., have tha inetho(js bee„ ^^ 

• Was the product correct when it reached the work station? 

. Was the planning adequate? 

. Is the employee motivated by 

.  top management 

. middle management 

.  supervisor? 

Th.se „tur, shou,d be discussed with the individu.,, „ho know5 TOre about 

the product he is handling than anyone else. 

Problems can be solved through a systematic approach, in the fol,ow1no 
manner: 

.  Identify the problem 

. Pinpoint  its cause 

. Detenni ne the solution 

. Take the necessary action 

. Follow up to se? thct it is being carried out. 

Hgmin Behavigrjn_mlajjly Control 

The quality control practitioner must be aware of and tiki into account 

the following related factors: 



. What are the characteristics of the individual worker in terms of 

ability, sensory perception, ability and motivation? 

. What is the quality performance level wnicn should be specified (are 

the standards  --ea i istic)' 

. Does the worker   havo the right eauipment and tools  to do the job? 

Doer, tie have sufficient- liyhtin", enough snare?    If any of these are 

deficient, what   i s  fho resulti'-.o impact on quality?    The impact of these 

on operator behavior m^i i;.; rocoyni^ed. 

.  What is  the ^»'1$ «ajen ce of off-stindarq quality?    Is  it highly evident? 

The significance- of  this is    that  in some instances,  if trif "fault" is 

highly visiole but easily correct-it.;, it nay not be worthwhile to make 

the effort to eliminate it even if its consequences are relatively 

serious.    In conerai, we ask ourselves, how 1«-, the corrective action 

related to the defect in quality? 

From a quality control viewpoint,the quality control organization must 

ensure that: 

. The jobs are so structured that the skills required for acceptable 

quality performance coincide with the actual  skills of eiroloyets. 

. Auxiliary aids such us  tool: and   Instruction sheets are available to 

SüiüüCJ?. tn~ skill:,  •••f  tin» personnel   involved in ability control   itself. 

. The riyht  information and standards a-e available to control and increase 

quality performance. 

.  Selectii.il of suitable quality control department personnel, and the 

development of an  awareness of quality is essential 

Relative tn this last point, the rffect. of a management philosophy which is 

committed to quality cannot be overemphasised. 



The Role of Superj^3Ú>n 

While top management must establish an atmosphere of quality awareness, 

and while it is the operators who have the prime and immediate contact with 

the process and  its  quality perfornar.ee,  it is the supervisors at the first 

and second level  who .ire the men on  the fi rim line.    In looking at the psycho- 

logical   aspect of  quality contro!, we must  never forget, that it is this  level 

of  supervision which ha, the .ï^^ojjSjbjmv for ensuring quality production at 

each process.    It 1s  this level which has to ¿ee to the implementation oí nec- 

essary changes-    Therefore the supervisor finds himself as the man in the middle. 

All  this is easier said than done.    We have seen the tendency to over- 

rely on motivation as an end to itself.    Many supervisors have taken concen- 

trated courses on how to be better supervisors and how to communicate with 

employees, etc., etc., only to rind themselves confused to the point vvhere 

one supervisor who returned from one such course in   'Supervision for Foremen" 

stated:  "If Í believe what I've just been listening to for a week, I get the 

impression that my  role as a supervisor is to make my department people happy". 

While in no way minimizing the   importance of   foreran knowing how to communi- 

cate with their subordinates, tno important point for us to graso seems to 

be  that'the role of   the supervisor is neither to make iris people happy nor, at 

the other extreme,   to coerce them to results.    However, to put it simply, the 

key role of supervisors is to wo/k   through v'eople towards  company goals  and 

objectives.    While   .'.his  is true for supervision  in general ,   it is especially 

so where  thp supervisors are involved in quality control  aspects.    This  is 

because cual icy is  essentially a  staff function, and  in addition to pressures 

from above and below, quality control  supervisors are also subjected to in- 

fluences from their counterparts in production and engineering functions. 
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In performing his role of working through ¡i^oole to achieve quality 

objectives,  the quality control   practitioner's most  important resource must 

be his skill   in handling people.     Any quality control  system ceases  to func- 

tion without huirán skills.    Taking  this one stop further, we must recognize 

that people are not bom with  the  ski'Is ani! know] r do e reqi.ired for quality 

control.    The question which must  then be asked   in ¿ac:i instance is  hov; these 

can be developed,  and how much effort this lcarmncj of skills requires. 

When v/e consider the line or department supervisor's role in quality 

control   (as opposed  to the quality control department personnel  themselves), 

it is  important  to recognize the difference between  individual  supervisors in 

the emphasis they place ori various parts of the job.    Some emphasize decision 

making, others  planning, others  conruniceting and developing subordinates. 

In terms of McGregor's clussk differentiation between the Theory X and 
(*) 

Theory Y style of  leadership, what style is the r.ost effective?    Ï will touch 

upon this point briefly later. 

L^L^PjJL _°í £jlP "fj°nce 

From a quality control aspect, is it true to say that the more experienced 

employees produco better quality?    In general, alas, the answer must be no.    To 

the extent that operator-,'  skills are adeauately taught, experience becomes less 

and less of a  factor  in ensuring quality.    Several   experiments have  demonstrated 

that all  too often when we talk of an  individual with 20 years' experience, we 

are really considerala experience of, soy, one year multielied 20 tines over. 

The further away we  progress from a craft approach,  the less experience be- 

comes a  factor. 

*5eTDo"ugias'NcGrêl^^IT^Œ f^rlWlfüTTook Co., IMO 
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In this connection, it is again essential to recognize that the develop- 

ment of skills and knowledge is an intej^jte step towards an ultimate goal 

of improving quality performance.    We must not fall  into the trap of treating 

experience as an end  to he sought, but we must rather recognize  its  true role 

In the acquisition of skills or knowledge, which in themselves are only means 

to the end objective of specified nUalUy levels.    If skllu> knowledge and 

experience are treated as end product,,  learning tends to become inefficient 

because we start to place stress on developing skills which are not required 

for job performance.     (In  the case of developing countries, it seems to be 

especially  important for management to have their priorities in these areas 

clearly defined.    Otherwise, quality related programs mushroom completely 

out of hand to no good puroose.) 

i^ejltifyjjig__thi e_Needs_of_C¿uaTjt^' Control 

From a psychological  aspect, a key step in considering Quality control 

must be the identification of needs.    Specifically, the individual charged 

with supervising  the quality control   function r.ust have answers  to what prod- 

uct or process aspect?, of Quality must be considered.    Who is to do this, 

and how?    What skills are essential, and how can learning ce made more efficient? 

There are no pat answers which can be given, but tne following guidelines 

are suggested as a practical aid to establishing and directing a quality con- 

trol  function from a human behavior standpoint. 

.  It is essential   to ensure that the resources of the organization are 

allocated to the quality control effort.    Unless management makes a com- 

mitment to allocate these resources, the program will  flounder. 

. Secondly, the needs for quality control  in the various departments must 
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be clearly recognized.    Nothing is more frustrating to all involved 

than  to have quality control personnel  nutting their affort into 

areas which other  line personnel do not consider relevant or feasible. 

In the long run this will  undermine the quality control  department's 

"credibility". 

Third I;y, and reí o ted to the last point, the tasks of quality control 

must be analyzed in  terms of details and responsibilities.    This often 

helps to focus on  the human relationships between quality control  and 

other function:.. 

Fourthly, the quality control department must be willinq to be reasurtd 

in terms of its achievements in meeting its goals in nerformance. 

From a motivating asoect, it is highly desirable to set specific per- 

formance objectives in quality control.    These may range from such 

goals as "to install  a quality control  program for a specific depart- 

ment by a certain  date", to "reducing  the  incidence of slabs from X 

to V"', or "improving yarn evenness fron Af', CV to B:'í CV".    The important 

thing ir for quality control to police its own performance against pre- 

scribed objectives. 

In terms of the skills and knowledge aspect, the key nan in the quality 

control area niiist ensure that in imparting the skills necessary for quality, 

the following key factor'., are present. 

A. The employee trust have the desire to learn. 

B. The employee must be caoab'le of building on his present level of 

skills or knowledge or ability. 

C. The employee trust participate in the learning process to the grtittlt 

extent possible. 
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t.   TUt employee must receive feedback on how well ht Is learning -. 

and later on - how well he Is meeting quality criteria. 

Motivating for ^uajit^ 

There is no shortage of published «teri.l on the subject of »motivation. 

(A suggested bibliography is apoended.)    Unfortunately, what has not been 

adequately recognized and prepared is t.he topic which examine,  the steps nec- 

essary to urorpve motivation.     it is this last point which  is the r-ost critical 

to quality control  and other suoervisory personnel.    (Most of the  literature 

on the subject seen* to be written by industrial   psychologists for At!i,r indus- 

trial psychologists, rather than for the harried first line supervisor, who 

must in the final  analysis bear the prime responsibility for motivating his 

employees.    Too often, the first level supervisor with the best intentions in 

the world is confused in deciding what specific steps he should  take to stivate 

his subordinates to botter quality.    He is uncertain whether he should change 

the job, or his people, or is  he himself the chief cause of their difficulties? 

Should he leave T.ore decisions   to then*   Or should he rreet with them more often? 

How often should he reprimand  then, and so on,  and so on. 

In answer  to these points,  the following guidelines are offered. 

. The most practical  approach and the one with the most realistic and per- 

manent results is to examine the job itself and examine whether, in fact, 

a change in the job itself could resolve the quality problems.    This 

should ajways be the first step, and is especially valuable whe,   the 

quality probi wis are related to factors or, which operators or employees 

have a   'monitoring" rather than a "causative" effect,    for example, how 

often haven't we all come across the situation where the v/eaver is held 



rtsponsiblo "er 5/c<?'s1v? -•a-t-'j;* -ï*sS   >**. '" fict, this t$ caused 

by yarn which is too ,ve«.> ^r by Iocs ..'i is** i^e sad'y adjusted.    Ceses 

like this, »zj:rr.  tna*-  '. is „c :v, :*-   ^i.ar te ¿t:*". the "GD- UD 

Without mark i ".-j  :: - <> »eave-*, as 

1n this exjr.pie,  <: cc¡'V:)'!: o*"  -CCV-ì: ..'f*  ---er _-c:'«':'S ¿r- rot cause 

the fault: to tj  .•/•;•';-.;• t.  -.-"s    —<-.•;• •:- .:<.• 1^23 ::*.:• rs  :c  J"'sregirc 

the true n¿t'.r_ of ;.Kc- fa-it.; 

From the ¿sr-:'~t   ,-' :v: :a:-or .-' ••.    ..."     -U   '.'•:?:*. :" :-*'i:y oerforrance, 

1t 1s u f.*-ct thai .-^r«? th: ijítírvisí1" -Cos v 3**»*:"'/* ;::  :*" suc3<"- 

v1s1ng, ie a«it-;.-•?-;, i : i1, ^'  urr.si •  -*-- **.¿*.  :" *c:'và*ic   *n Ms sub- 

ordinates      V; ti-e risk Gì' C -\.-:"-^o"¿r-.' ;-:t,';-;  :t "_  tr>:  io SîV tr.it 

the most e.te<:t"'ve :i.:er,:*:r; -,r? :'*:  ::;v¿ {<:••*,: "> ba-'-g j'-'sre cf 

the rfeleticnv ;:••. L*:,--i?r. t „ ^ 
-is •ji^5--;,,,g t"5 e^aloyets' 

needs.    The e'.-, o • iroctjr*  .^a't "c-_ ""ytl-.it"-*" :.  s-"**-.; •:*"<  is flex- 

ibility ir T?a:e>*v :c. 

The supo;/i-c" ;•:•.:.  ".: J: C*';;'-;  ;r  --:;:•*I:;-•;  *.';•  t'"3S .-/ne*  ne rust 

eSSUî.ie ai ciuci r.'.ic   -*t;*»'* •:.•-,-  - avccit*;  :*':*->"^ s*-.-*^. ^rd vice 

versa.    Ht -.ust -o:.;r.:;:- ; ' vr.ioi-s  •-. -i--"'s .;< r-is  :.:src*r3tes so 

that w'isn  S c  Mt-ati"-  .-••".> fo    *   - :•?-  -5*5:2:'-:   • T'a, 'i  :1earlv 

dees  so.    Th.it ;.*..•   1     --.:c. - -    ***:--• ..-•• ' *;¿d:  •* als: -est   efttn a 

critical  t-ict c* his 'tedersh;-, j-.d *>üi :-. r:a' c-eir'r.'": o*> "0.-. his sub- 

ordinates rjìct thè" ¿nU ir» future s ' t :*.t"Sr,s. 

1or, 

conclusion, i wfjjc like te suggest Mat 'OC too Un? •./• havt been ip- 

ng our "peoolc pr-oclens", a: ì-ast - fé <n*,str'jHred :o-jrf1es by 

at them in the context c*   hun-r. feir-rserina .    3y : is 1 ^ean that we 
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heve relied too much on the inHnct.-iai «„,,• 
me industrial engineering aspects without due regard 

for considerations relating t0 „ufflan benavior.    For ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

Program to ,„jlyM J0b5 int0 fine ^^ ^ ^^ ^^   ^ ^ 

trained people  in these n,n„te and standardized séants; and then we have 

urged, „heed.ed or cajoled then to oerfc m „.„,„.    Fall(nj the above, we have 

transferred the,, fired the», or put „p with poor quality perforce fr« 
them. 

In the final analysis, I believe that we can su-arize by saying that 

the basic direction to  Proved motivation •st lie in giving the employee 

. iSDisjfjaaonsjbni^. ,n proy1dtng the operator a ^ cf_ach.evemenu 

and lastly, by giving „,„ the TOans t0 chinasij!l!5e1f t0 1raprove pe|.for. 

mance. 
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